Fold Down &
Removable Posts
Fold Down Post : Padlock
A low cost popular post designed to restrict access to car parking spaces,
driveways, etc. Floor mounted base is secured by the use of 3 No M12
anchor bolts to a prepared concrete foundation. It is lockable in the up
position by means of a padlock, which can be supplied with keys the same
or to differ. Padlock, anchor bolts and alternative build-in base can be
supplied at extra cost.
Post Spec :
63.5mm dia x 768mm Overall height
Weight : 7kgs
Finish : Hot dipped galvanised
Ground Clearance : 102mm

Fold Down Post : Internal Lock
This highly successful post is ideal for reserving individual car parking
spaces. It can also be used as a visual deterrent to restrict access into
driveways. Can be lock in down or up position. The floor mounted base is
secured to a prepared concrete foundation by 3 No M12 anchor bolts. In the
case of multiple orders, locks can be supplied with the same keys or with
keys to differ. Rigid version available. Anchor bolts as well as build-in base
option can be supplied at extra cost.
Post Spec
63.5mm dia x 624mm Overall height mild steel
Base : Cast aluminium
Finish : Yellow powder coated for high visibility
Other colours available on request
Ground clearance : 102mm
Weight : 6kgs

Removable Lift Out Post
This is a heavy duty post that locates into a socket embedded into concrete.
The post is locked into position by use of a socket flap and padlock (not
supplied). When the post is removed, the socket flap can be padlocked in
closed position keeping the socket free from rubbish until the post is next
used. It is available in three sizes with handles on the large post only, to assist
in it's removal.
Post type

Weight

Height above Ground

Small
Intermediate
Large

7kgs
13kgs
22kgs

690mm
965mm
1100mm

Post section
63 x 63mm
80 x 80mm
100 x 100mm
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